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Abstract 

A generalisadon of the convenuollal relaxation-time approximation lirr bipolar transport 
wilh electron-hole scatterillg is presellted. A silr~ple phenomc1lolngica1 ansatz leads to 
Generalised Drili-DiR'usion currerlt equations, which contain boLh conventional DriR- 
Diffusion equations and matrix-form Drift-Diffusion equations with drag currents as 
special cases. Tlle etfwt on carrier transport 111 senlicorlductor devices under low and h i g h  
il!jection co~lditlol~s is discussed analytically and compared will1 simulalio~~ rcsultb. 

1.  Introduction 

The correct description of electron-holc scatlering (EHS) inlluence on  drift- and 
diffusion-dominald charge carrier transport is important for the simulation of all bipolar 
devices, especially for bipolar power devices, as it chiefly determines the voltage drop 
over the device in [he forward biased high injection regime. Many authors 11-61 have 
investigated this subject, establishing two types of current equations, which can be 
characterised as conventional Drift-Diffusion equations (Van Roosbroeck-type) and 
matrix-form Drift-Diffusion equations with drag currents (Avakyants-type), However, 
once fitted to achieve agreement with ohmic mobili~y data, both approaches cannot 
describe other experimenls properly. Avakyants-type equations predict an injection- 
independent ambipolar d i f f ~ ~ s i o ~ i  constant, in contradiction to cxperimcntal data [91. Both 
typcs of equations fail to explain the asymmetric steady-state carrier distributions at high 
currenl densities 1101. In this paper, the analysis of the coupled Boltzmann Equations for 
electrons and holcs leads to a natural generalisation of the usual relaxation-time1 
approximation for the collision terms. A simple phenomenological ansat7 yields analytic, 
generalised Drii't-Diffusion current expressions (GDD), which contain both Van 
Rooshroeck- and Avakyants-type models as limiting cases. 

2. Derivation of Model Equations 

Thc distribution functions li)r electrons and holes f p ( k , x ,  r ) ,  j j , (k ,x , t )  are given by the 
solution of the coupled Boltzmann Transport Equations (BTEs) 
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with the collision terms 

latl EHS EES 

(%)toll = (%)toll +(%)toll EHS + [%) coll HHS 

which can be separated into the terms caused by lattice scattering (mainly phoilon and 
ionized impurities scattering), electron-hole scattering (EHS) and scattering of carriers of 
the same type (EES and HHS). At the moment, the EES and HHS terms will be 
neglected, since their influence on mobility is rather small and can be included by some 
pheno~nenological corrections to the end formulae 11 I , I  23. 
For the linearised BTEs, the relaxation-time approximation proves to describe the 
collision terms for lattice scattering reasonably in most of the cases. The collision 
integrals due to EHS cannot be expressed by the non equilibrium parts of the distribution 
function of only one carrier type, since e.g. lnomenti~ln transfer from 11011 equilibrium 
holes can drag the electron distribution function out of initial equilibrium. The simplest 
physically consistent approximation for the EHS collision terms is a modified relaxation- 
time ansatz, which includes additional terms caused by carrier drag: 

The superscript "0" in (2) denotes equilibrium distribution functions, t e h , ~ h P  are 
relaxation tlmes of electron and hole systems due to EHS, and P r , P h  are some 
phenomenological coupling functions Equat~on (2) is far from being mathematically 
exact, but it gives a qualitative description of the two main physical processes caused by 
EHS : the relaxation of the non equilibrium part (first terms) as well as the drag out of 
equilibrium due to the existence of the non equilibrium part of the scattering partner 
(second terms). Using the approximation (2), the relaxation-time approximation for 
lattice scattering and neglecting the influence of same type carrier scattering, a formal 
solution of the coupled BTEs (1) can be derived. A further approximation step yields the 
Generalised Drift-Diffusion current equations 

with the mobilities 
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p;,p:, are electron and hole lattice mobilities due to phonon and ionized impurity 
scattering, y,, = C/n ,pn, = C/p are electron-hole nlobilities (the constant C can weakly 

depend on (n+p) because of screening elt'ects) and P is a phcnomenotogical drag 
parameter. A detailed motivat~on of (2) and (3) will be published in a longer paper 1121. 
I t  can be easily shown that for the special case fi=O the off-diagonal mobilities vanish and 
the equations (3,4) transform into the conventional Van Rooshroeck current equations. 
For the case P=I the GDD becomes identical t o  the Avakyants-~ype equations in the 
li~rm proposed hy Mnatsakanov el al. )2,3,5). 

3. Conseqilences for Bipolar Devices 

For quasi neutral hulk regions, lioniogeneous doping implies v n  - V p  and (3) becomes 

Equation (5) differs from the conventional current equation due to the fact that for P # 0 
the drift and diffusion mobilities are not equal. Using (4), one can show that for low 
injection conditions the minority 
didusion mobility can be approximated 
as the usual Mathiessen combination of 

lo3- 

lattice and EHS mobilities and is 1 
practically independent on the choice of 10-  

(3. Therefore, as long as the current over - 

a pn-junction can be described by the ,d5- 
sum of minority diff~ision currents " - 
(Shockley's approximation), the DC 
current-voltage characteristic should not 

16'- 

depend on the choice of P and no 
difference should occur between diode r 

characteristics calculated by Avakyants- 0.0 0.4 0.8ud2 1.4 1.6 

or Van Roosbroeck current equations. Fig. 1 : Calculated IU characteristics for a n+p- 
Fig. 1 shows the N-characteristics for a ditxle and two values of P. 
highly doped np-diode for P = 0 and 
p = 1. The resulting curves coincide over a long range of current values and only differ 
slightly in the high current region, where deviations from the exponential behavior duc to 
ohmic losses occur. At high currents. the voltage drop is higher for P=I, since the drift 
mobility decreases with rising P. 
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For high injection conditions, typrcally occurring in the low doped base of psn-diodes 
and thyristors, the voltage drop over the base region is determined by the sum of drift 
ni~d)ilities, which is therefore the quantity measured by voltage drop experimen~s like 
those performed by Dannhauser and Krause 17.81. Fig. 2 shows the n~~nierically 
calculated current voltage characteristics of a wide base (440 pm) pn-diode for three 
different values of P. Obviously, the choice of the drag parameter P has significant 
inlluence on the I'orward voltage drop under high injection conditions. 
The modeling of EHS also strongly affwu the stationary spatial distribution of charge 
carriers. The simulated carrier distributions in the base are shown in Fig. 3 for a current 
density of I000 A/cm2 and three values of P: P=1 yields a distribution completely 
symmetrical around the minimum, while P=0 produces very strong asynimetrles. movirig 
the distribution's ~ n i n i m ~ ~ ~ i i  towards the n-zone. 

uo x ( w )  
Fig. 2: Calculaied currenl-vollage characteristics ol' Fig. 3: Cllarge carrier disirihutioll in lllr of 

a long hase psn-dicde the diode lrom Fig. 1 ;ri j=1000 AICIII~ 
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